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QUESTION 1

What is the default behavior when drilling down on an edge in a crosstab report? 

A. The level drilled on is replaced with the entire level below it. 

B. The edge expression is replaced with the children of the item drilled on. 

C. All edge expressions of the crosstab are replaced with their children. 

D. The edge expression is changed to another item in the query. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Based on the diagram, 

if the expression firstSibling([2006 Q 1]) is used in the report, what item will be returned? 

A. 2005 Q 1 

B. 2006 Q 4 

C. 2006 Q 1 

D. Nothing, because the return value equals the parameter 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

To display all individual campaigns in a crosstabreport, a report author could use the expression set([TrailChef
Campaign],[EverGlow Campaign],[Course Pro Campaign]). Instead, the report author decides to use the parent member
of the campaigns in the set expression "children([All Campaigns])". 
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Which statement is true about the method that was used? 

A. In the future, when a campaign is deleted or new ones are added, the report author must modify the expression. 

B. In the future, when a campaign is deleted or new ones are added, the unmodified expression will be valid. 

C. The report author should not have used the method chosen, as the first method is best in this situation. 

D. To be accurate, the report author should avoid using a set expression. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Instead of prompting the user to select any countries in Europe, the report author wants to constrain the user to select
one or more countries from the Northern Europe region. What kind of prompt should be used and how can this be
achieved? 

A. This is not possible because a prompt must always be populated with all members of a level. 

B. Create a multi-select value prompt. Populate it using an expression on the [Northern Europe] member to retrieve its
children on the country level. 

C. Generate a prompt by creating an expression with a parameter on the crosstab edge: children([Northern
Europe]->?Country? 

D. Create a tree prompt, and populate it using an expression on the[Northern Europe] member to retrieve its children at
the country level. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a key difference between the total function and the aggregate function? 

A. The aggregate function can only summarize within a set, and the total function can accept separate members. 

B. The aggregate function isdimensional, and the total function is relational. 

C. The aggregate function will summarize only the currentMeasure, and the total function will summarize any specified
measure. 

D. The aggregate function follows the rollup rules of the measure defined in the data source, and the total function adds
the total of the specified measure. 

Correct Answer: D 
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